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Recession Hits
Students Too
(nis is the firs+ in settes of articles on the
affects the college student.)

fC111011,

and how if

By BILL PHILLIPS
Recession strikes everyone to a lesser or greater degree with
disastrous effectsthe small business and big business on down to
the cannery worker.
It also hits the student.
But what does if mean?
For the student, it might mean full-time or part-time unemployment, followed by withdrawal from school.
Sotne 215 students have withdrawn from SJS this semester,
while the number was 180 at the same time last year.
Whether more students are leaving because of financial troublet),
the Registrar’s Office "can’t honestly answer."
ABOVE 5 MILLION
For labor, it means unemployment now somewhere above five
million. (The State Department of Employment last week announced
unemployment in Santa Clara County during February was 10.6 per
cent of the labor force.)
For industry, it means business has little incentive to invest
in new plants and new products that would create jobs.
And for the individual, already in the grips of creeping inflation,
it means saving, skimping and little incentive to buy.
CAUSES CONFUSION
Whenever one seeks the causes of recession it becomes easy to
become lost in a maze of economic theory.
Is it causd by over-expansion in capital goods?
Does recession result from unsound fiscal policies?
Is it caused by too much credit?
Economists can argue these questions endlessly and still fail
to come up with adequate answers. Economists have no crystal ball.
For the layman, what is a recession?
The dictionary defines it as a temporary decline in business occurring during a period of generally increasing economic prosperity.
GENERAL DECLINE
Another way th put it is that a recession implies a general business decline, involving sliding production in most fields, falling incomes, profits and rising unemployment.
It might mean a rise in joblessness to the 4-6 million level.
It might be quite sharp and short, or it may drag along for
two years. It probably means a drop in production .ranging from
10 to 20 per cent. The recesidons of 1948-49 and 1953-54 were
this kind.
Depression goes all the way, with a slump in production of more
than 25 per cent, unemployment at the 7-8 million level. It’s long and
devastating. Last major depression was 1929-33.
PROPOSED SOLUTIONS
Proposed solutions for both are innumerable.
One Washington expert advocates "massive" federal government
intervention, with a temporary tax cut of 4 to 5 billion dollars to
"revivify the economy."
The expert also wants a public works project that could he
finished In six to nine months, which he says, will be helpful,
and lest. inflationary.
The President and his experts hold the view that natural recovery forces will assert themselves by summer. And some economists
say that we could come out of it by the fall of 1958, while others
expect things to get moderately worse before they get better.
CREATE MORE JOBS
Last week the Administration and Congress took these steps to
create more jobs and water the fires of recession:
President Eisenhower asked Congress for an additional $85,603,000 to speed reclamation projects.
Plans were revealed by the Defense Department to place
contracts for more than two billion dollars of military construction and housing by June SO.
- Speaker Sam Rayburn predicted the House will act on intreasing unemployment compensation benefits before it adjourns for its
Easter vacation.
20 TO 1 IN FAVOR
One Congressional economic expert said "the odds now are
20 to 1 in favor of a tax cut." But Treasury Secretary Robert B. Anderson said the administration is delaying a tax -cut decision until it
sees how effective current anti -recession measures are likely to be.
Meanwhile, the thousands of San Jose State students who
depend on summer employment In the San Jose area read a report
by the Department of Employment that 19,600 persona were
unemployed in the county in February.
What about the middle of June? Will the student find employment?
;blusiut article will concern en SJS economics professor’s views about.
the recession, end how it oc1e,t5 ffe student.)

D.A. To Speak

Franklin To MC Dinner

Torn Franklin, newscaster of
Shell News on ION -TV in San
Francisco, will he master of ceremonies at the fifth annual Sigma
Delta Chl Deadline Dinner March
27, Gordon Greh, SDX adviser and
assistant professor of journalism,
announced today.
Shell News is the highest rated
television news show in the Bay
Area, Greb stated.
Franklin, a veteran newsman,
started at KEN Portland about 25
years ago. About 10 years ago he
was director of the award winning
news department of KYA San
Francisco.
In addition to radio and television work, Franklin also is the
author of "Broadcasting the
News," which is used as a text
at SJS.
Besides Franklin, Dnuis P. BerPna, district attorney of Santa
Clara County. will be the main
speaker. Serene is to prosecute
accused slayer Thomas Cordry

lationship of the Free Press to
Law Enforcement."
Entertainment by local SDX
members will consist of six televised skits to he viewed by the
dinner audience on a closed-circuit
TV set. The program which will he
titled "Poison to Poison," is a
take -off on Edward B., Murrow’s
CBS "Person to Person."
The skits, to be televised for the
first time, will satirize, in a humorous way, the college faculty

Ski Club To Elect
Tomorrow Night
Ski Club members IA ill elect
next year’s officers at its regular meeting tomorrow night in
5112.
Publicity chairman George Williamson said Friday it is important that all members attend.
Plans for a final ie skating
trip to be held in Belmont later
in the semester will also be discussed.
Stanford University sophomore.
Liergna will discuss. "The Re-;

TOM FRANKLIN
. . . to emcee
and administration by reviewing
some of the highlights of the college year.
Tickets for the dinner, which
will he held in the Catholic Women’s Center, Fifth and San Fernando streets, are now on sale
by SDX incmbers and in J2.
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TV in Class
May Prove
Student Aid
By CATHIE TREAGLE
What contributions can television make to education?
As the second week of teacher
observation via closed-circuit TV
opens, the answer is beginning to
take shape, but it’s still in the
embryonic stage.
"We got off to a good start . .
as of now TV’s possibilities are
great," said Dr. Clay Andrews,
coordinator of video activities for
elementary education, in summing
up last week’s live telecasts from
Horace Mann grammar school,
ADVANTAGES SHOWN
While the results of the current
pilot test period, scheduled to conclude May 29, are not a foregone
conclusion, some of the real advantages of TV observation were
demonstrated this week.
hundreds of future teachers
from SJS were able to watch
which would be almost impossible to see in actual classroom
observation the
close-up expression of is seven-year okl’s
face as she wrestled with the
newness of reading, a sixth
grade boy engrossed In the Intracaeies of long division.
With TV. SJS instructors can
direct the attention of students to
fine points of the classroom situation which might otherwise be
overlooked. They are able to groom
their students to make "live"
classroom observation more meaningful.
"BUGS" APPARENT
As in any pioneer endeavor, the
initial stages seldom represent
prefeetion. TV observation ran into its share of "bugs" last week.
"We want to improve the pickup of sound In the (+tearoom so
it won’t he too loud or muffled,"
John Westfall, coordinator of
SJS TV services said.
"The organization of placing
correctly adjusted monitors in
classrooms needs to be improved.
We haven’t run into any difficulties yet, but we might," Westfall
’stated.
ENTHUSIASM SENSED_
Talking with personnel connected with the closed-circuit TV experiment, one senses their enthusiasm over TV’s entrance into education.
Tempering this enthusiasm,
however, Is the big question,
"110W and WREN can TV best
be used?"
During the summer, the results
of the pilot test will he evaluated
and the ’how and when’ queries
will begin to be answered.
CONTINUING PROBE
In the meantime, faculty and
students will continue to probe
for the correct formula for ’IV
viewing in the classroom.
Main recipients of the Borare
Mann shows are elementary education student in five sections
of Education 104, (eurriculitin
and instruction.)
"Students taking part In the

’Conversations’
To Begin Tonight
"Conversations in Religion" will
he initiated tonight in several student living centers, according to
Joyce Flores, committee chairman.
"The purpose of the conversations," said Miss Flores, "is to
give students in living eroupe
chance to discuss religious questions informally with various
elergYmen f rnm the San Jose
area."
Sponsored by the College Religious Council, the "Conversations" will he held March 17, 18,
19, 24, 25 and 26.
Letters about the pmgram, including the dates and a list of 19
possible discussion topics, were
mailed to all student living centers with 15 or more students in
residence.
"Groups that have not turned
in their request, as well as any
group of less than 15 who would
like to have a discussion leader,
are urged to contact the Rev.
Jim Martin at the Student Y.
CY 5-2731," said Miss Flores.
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HOPING TO WIN

Dale Scott Says
He’s a Scapegoat

By JIM DRENNAN and GEORGE SKELTON
Dale Scott, former chairman of cil, the mimeographed minutes
the ASB Public Relations Commit- show that of 15 council meetings
tee and the central figure in the held during his tenure, Scott was
$1000 Sparta Key sales failure, de- present at two and made written
scribed himself as a "scapegoat" reports to three.
’LACK OF MEETINGS’
’Friday.
Jim Gillespie. now, chairman pro
Ha said that all his actions were
completely honest and were "fol- tem of the comittee, appeared belowed at the request or permis- fore the council Feb. 26 to say
sion" of the Student Council. He there was no report due to lack
also contended that much of the of committee meetings. Ile also
blame for the fiasco rests with said that sales had been poor durThe Spartan Daily for its "lack ing registration.
Scott’s written statements read,
of cooperation" in publicizing sales
in part:
of campus directories.
"All last semester and up until
ASB Pres, Don Ryan had said
last week that Sparta Key project the time of my resignation (this
chief Scott told the council last month, due to a heavy class load).
fall that 5000 copies of the Key I was always available to the
were published last year and that council and to Mr. Ryan. In fact.
copies had run short, lie said Scott we met many times to discuss
Members of the Relish Pereira Memorial Blood Drive Committee
examine the scrapbook they will submit in the current contest
recommended that 7000 copies be other matters.
sponsored by sae Jose Elks for California colleges. Committee
"The figures which I gave the
printed this year. Scott’s recommembers are, left to right, Gary Besse, publicity chairman; Gate
.
mendation was followed, and to council were the best figures
MeColleater, records and supplies; and Don Brown, chairman.
date few more than 2000 of the available and were given to the
books have been sold, leaving the council honestly.
rv experiment will spend five
"Ryan seems to have to take
ASH
with a $1000 loss.
weeks observing over the classcredit for the goosi things the
MADE
NEW
CHECK
room monitor before going into
A later council check with Wil- council has done but seems to
the field for in -class observation,"
scapeliam Felse, student affairs busi- ... (attempt) to find
he said.
ness manager, showed that only. goat for its wrongs’. In this caste
PREPARES STUDENT
. . It In
3500 copies were printed last year, I am the scapegoat
"The advantage of TV obserI hoped that in the future persons
and that 3385 were sold.
vation is that it helps us in terms
Ryan also said that Scott had like Mr. Ryan %sill stay away
The blood drive on San Jose
of getting the student ready for
failed to keep in touch with the from government er accept
State
campus
will
be
tomorrow
observation and student teaching.
council on sales progress, and that responsibility for their actions
"Properly used, TV is teriffle. between 10:30 a.m. and 3:30 p.m.
numerous attempts to contact I and accept mistakes on the part
It is not meant to surplant, but in the Student Union. The drive
then will
of other people.
Scott
haul been in vain.
rather to supplement instruc- is being co-sponsored by the Comur hate good student got ernScott
oak!
Friday
that
the
tion, In the same way that a munity Service Committee and the
ment."
Saber Air Command of the Air 5000 figure was the "consensus
good film strip will do a job.
Ryan has declined to reply to
of opinion" of secretaries in
Force
ROTC.
"Audio-visual aids don’t teach,
Velar’s office, and mm is confirm- these charges.
they assist," he concluded.
The blood drive will he part of
Scott concluded: "The NSW,
ed by the Key’s printer. Jennette
Other classes besides 104 are the Selah Pereira Memorial Blood
Outten, "ASP secretary, t old lies neither with my committee
equipped with 21 -inch monitors Drive which is sponsored by the
The Spartan Daily Friday that or myself as chairman of the
to view the Horace Mann shows. Elks Lodge of San Jose, San Jose
when Scott asked last fall for council. ’The blame should be
is among eight colleges competing
OTHER CLASSES EQUIPPED
the pretimis :year’s figures, she placed at the feet of The Spartan
Education 102, (evaluation of for a $1500 trophy given by the told him that the records were Daily. Their lack of cooperation,
elementary instruction,) two Elks. The award is given to the
except in printing failures and mistemporarily out of the office
secondary education courses, along college entered which best protakes, is a poor example of college
and
that
she
had
"no
idea"
of
importance
motes
of
tbe
giving
with several psychology and hyjournalism."
with
the
along
amount of the totals. She did tell him, howgiene classes are equipped with TV blood,
blood donated. The contest is ever, that she 11
screens.
ght about
Dr. John Barr, TV coordinator state-wide.
200 more could he printed this
After Periera, uho %%as it San
for secondary education, reports
year than last. "Ile must have
Jose resident, died in 1951, the
that tirtually all classes in Edgotten that 5000 figure out of
titration 150, (the learner), and
Elks started the memorial in
thin air," she said Friday. "We
his honor. Before he died he
170, (secondary school curricutoted 25 quarts of blood in a
lum and instruction.) are tunvery seldom saw Scott after
period of a few days.
ing In the programs regularly.
The Spartan Foundation, Inc.’s
that," she added.
"Using TV in the 150 classes,
Leonard McKay, volunteer Red
As for Scott’s alleged lore of fund drive is "coming along beau.
we can plan ahead and prepare Cross worker stated that students
tifully," according to Arthur Johnthe student for his required ob- not able to give blood tomorrow communications with the coun- son, publicity chairman for the
servation in elementary, junior may donate blood at the Red Cross
Men’s Physicist’ Education Deand senior high schools," said Dr. chapter, 440 N. lit St., Tuesday
liart rnent.
Barr.
Besides the fund-ralsing
between 10:00 am. and 5:30 p.m..
Ito. son Joao% area.
Wilk,. in
or Fridays between 10:00 a.m. and
Johnson noted that there is eon7:00 p.m.
iiiderable intereat in the FounFor those able to give blood toA tested imal pathologist will dation’s 11111.N. 1011.1rig Soi.4 shim morrow, according to Don Brown,
Selah Pereira Memorial committee present a closed-circuit TV demon- ni In Southern California, parchairman, "the place to go is the stration at 11.30 this morning ticutarly around the Los Angeles
showing the techniques used in area. Ile said there are indicaV%’alt Tolleson’s bind WIII Supply Student Union."
preparing tissues to test them for Hon. of a full-ataist urine getting
music for the annual Junior Prom
Pledge donor cards may be
underway stithin the nett week
at the Villa Motor Hotel in San obtained in is booth located In cancer.
The 50 -minute presentation,
fond -raising
mawhen
the
Mateo Friday.
the Outer Quad today.
featuring Donald Akio’s. miti,
chinery is organised and put
Theme this year is "Venetian
Blood can not he accepted from %Oil originate in the college’s
into operation.
Springtime " The Wait is schedupersons under IS. and persons be- TV (’inter and itcued In TB
Ace, ding to Dick Boyd, alumled to start at 9 pm., according tween 18 and 21 must have release.
23, according to Dr. .1.wk Soto- ni director, there are approxito Ellie Gabler. publicity chairslips signed by their legal guar- ’enmity, instructor of the ad
mately 3000 SJS alumni in the
man.
dians.
tanced hygiene clam’ scheduled Los Angeles area. Many have
A special 20 minute dixieland intat see the show.
shown an enthuxiastie endorse
terim-le will be presented by the
Dr. Smolensky reports that in-.. mert of the drive, and Boyd is
Sophisticates doting Intermission.
terested students now enrolled in optimistic about the rhaorew of
A female vocalist will also perhis class may attend the tole- the drive’s success in the Southform.
east, the second in a series of land.
Bids are on sale from 9.30 a.m.
rdosed-circuit TV programs planlie remarked that 11 from each
to 1:30 p.rn, in the Outer Quad
tied for the Health and Hygiene student would undoubtedly insure
and all day in the Activities OfBy ANTHONY TARAVELLA
Department this semester.
the success of this campaign."
fice. Price of a bid is $3.
Dr. Paul Devoe. director of "My
Dr. Aleott. director of laborsThe Junior Class meets today in Heart’s in the Highlands." can
tories at the Santa Clara County
Education 53 at 3 30 p.m.
well be proud of the performance Hospital, will be assisted in the
ZOO
given by the SJS student actors presentation by Mrs. Frederickal:::."
who proved Friday night that they Smith, ft lab technician at the
roold make the simple characters hospital,
SAN FR.ANCTSCO, ItTh No- they portrayed in William Seenmachine’s owe In tentkodY stopped for a stop sign early yan’s play become real, human and ing themes %till he shoun hy Dr.
Friday with the result three po- take on qualities of nobility.
Alenit during his TV appearRobert Taylor, in the roll of ance. Among the mertusnized delicemen were hurt, two autos
In the Spring a
damaged and two of the cops Johnny, was as flexible on stage
iee ..int.sd 1, be demonstrated $
young man’s fancy
as a 13-year -old at a Sunday Is an anto-teehnlean.
cited.
new girl
The commotion started when picnic. Doing eartwheels, grimmer"The auto-technician dehydrates
makes his thoughts
Patrolmen Henry Fidler and Mar- saults. and other physical contor- tissues and infiltrates them with
turn lo
the
boyish
created
Taylor,
ions.
vin Pugh SSW a car run the trafparaffin in preparing them Carl
parties ’n dances
the
audience.
won
that
fic signal at Divisadero and Hayes character
examination under a microscope,"
and a new
his
to
Taylor
;or
Credit also goes
Streets.
according to Dr. Smolensk).
R00% Bros. suit!
They wove chase In their squad ability to handle his lines, lie was
Dr. Smolensky believes that lig
P.S.In
the Fall he
car, running the mune sign and convincingly naive.
television will make today’s labstiN has the suit.
Jasper MacGregor. played by oratory demonstration especially
hitting the car of Special Policeman Peter Kenney who hadn’t John Wilson, provided the emostopped either. All were hurt. and tional impact. As the old man who erlect‘Weh’if he able to see &tont
Eidler and Ketutey were handed escapes from the Old People’ Which otherwise would be impos-1
Home and finds friends at 2226 Bible for a large class to view
tickets.
The auto which ignored the San Benito Ave. Wilton captures simultaneously under normal cir; f ,,,
/1;,,
sign in the first place gut away.
(Continued on Page 2/
ciunstances," Ile explained.

SJS Blood Drive
Starts Tomorrow
Colleges Compete

Spartan Foundation
Draws Enthusiasm
From Los Angeles

Cancer Tissue Test
Shown on TV

Tolleson To Play
For Junior Prom

’Highlands’ Comedy
Attracts Full House

Cops Confused
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s/ Daily Comment

The note referred to last week’s editorial sup
porting the current Legislative proposal for a 10
per cent pay increase in state college professors’
salaries.

The

The missive specifically discussed our
mention of the fact that in the U.S. the
average college prof draws two and one
Gap half times the lowest -paid worker’s salary,
while in the USSR he receives 16 times as much.
The writer argued:

"The common opinion is that most of the Soviet Union’s systems and methods are not desirable.
"What suddenly makes this ’16 times as much’
such a desirable condition7"
We don’t think that this ratio is desirable. The
Russian worker obviously is getting an unfair shake,
especially since salaries in most fields are lower
than in the U.S. The fact it does reflect, however,
is the relative importance placed on the profs by
the U.S. and the Soviet Union.
Although
sad contrast
on the issue
we’re afraid

their lack of academic freedom is in
to the liberties our teachers enjoy,
of pay for value of work performed,
we’re on the short end.

Professors in this country aren’t starving to
death. Many, in fed, are prosperous. But consid-

By RANDIE

E. POE

Davy squatted behind my car and waited. His toy machine gun
rested against his little arm.
Suddenly, he turned toward two unprotected playmates and
fired. -All, oh, oh, oh," Davy said as he sprayed imaginative bullets
at them.
"Who you shooting at?" I asked him.
The fat-cheeked seven -year -old looked at me and answered in
professorish phrases: "Those guys are dirty Russians,’’ he said. "I’m
killing ’em."
"Are Russians bad guys!" I asked.
-C4ntress, stupid."
"Who told you that’"
"My Worker."
How long, I wondered, have our parents and grammar schools
been teaehing no that all democracies are exemplary and virtuous
and that all n"ietternocratic peoples are rascally treacherous anti
corrupt?

All Shook Up

Editor:
What are the ilooksioie People
COVERING UP? From the figures in March 5 Spartan Daily,
and a little pencil work, this
comes to light:
Coop & Bookstore: $496,000
ering the effect their work has on society’s future
gross; $45,000 surplus.
and the training required for their careers, we
Bookstore alone: $430.000 gross,
think that they and -the country sometimes are
$38,000 surplus 18.85’,I of gross).
shortchanged.
’clierefore, Coop’ $66,1100 gross,
Back to the note. The writer’s chief argument
$7,000 surplus 110.0’ i of grossi,
seems to be that because the Russians favor someBOOKSTORE A LON F: : $430,000
thing, it’s "undesirable." We don’t approve of AFRAID OF NAKED TRUTH
gross -60% from Texts: $258.000
Davy isn’t an isolated example. Ile has lots of false-hearted gross on texts; 40% from’ Etc.,
communism as a political philosophy, but we do
think we can learn some things from our enemies. company. Davy, I’m afraid, will trot through life with the perjured $172.000 gross on etc. (as above)
belief that any form of government not akin to our own breeds $430,000 total gross.
They seem to be doing pretty well for themselves foulness.
20’1 profit on texts: $51,500
in rocketry, satellites, international diplomacy, pure
America is becoming (or has becono) like fiencral Grant.
gross profit on texts.
research and other fields. The man who discards
who, It ill bind, WWI ne%er (not even by his wife) seen naked. We
have become afraid of truth. We don’t want to see or hear it.
an idea solely because he dislikes its source autoJames Trusluw Adams hammers the nail hard when he Says that
matically is dimming his chances of progress.
"among those of a narrow mind and a narrower religious inheritance,
--Mrs.
SAN FRANCISCO
We have no opposition to argument. It is vital nakedness is something to be disguised MO asoided, arid all sorts of
to a free society. This semester The Spartan Daily mental irregularities have ensued from such a wanton attempt to Earleine McCann. 28, the wife of
a city fireman, has learned to take
Talking has attempted to promote discussion disregard nature and her workings.
fires in her stride.
"It is precisely the flame with Truth. A very large proportion
and thinking through its editorials, coThe expectant mother calmly
It
of our citizens refuse to look upon her naked. unashamed, lwatilumns and readers’ letters to the edi
herded her six children out of their
Ural, and normal. She must be cloaked and clothed. and from this
Over
tor. The latter can be valuable if they
burning apartment recently --but
fact have sprung, am In the case of our plivsical life,
(I) stick to the issues involved, (2) avoid throwing
itifold
her husband didn’t hear about it
errors,
ugly
alinortnalitlt4i,
miserable
hypocrisies.
labels around and calling them arguments, and
until several hours later.
(3) are written by someone who’s willing to sign FALSIFYING OUR HISTORY
his name to his views.
"The process begins early in our public schools. Even those workThe editor’s name is in the staff box and the ers in the field of history who thought they had become somewhat
opinion columns are signed. Discussion is more hardened to the general attitude toward their subject were distinctly
profitable for both sides if they know to whom shocked, three or four years ago, when the head of that department
in one of the hest known institutions for training teachers came out
they’re talking.
with the public statement that it was absolutely essential in the lower
Our anonymous reader shouldn’t object to this grades to falsify history, particularly the history of Anglo-American
it’s certainly not un-Americe.
relations."
W18 we kid ourselves into a catastrophe? Or is there a chance
of awakening and discovering Abe grays arming the blacks
and whites?
Davy pumped away again.
"Come on, yer dead," he said. "Lay down, dirty Russians!"
&IS student: "You know, the Army is a good
thing. It trains a man in many fields. I’m for it all
For Further Information
the way. In fact I’m a 20 -year man Er, that is
three years in and 17 out."
Call CY 7-2121

Sign on the Dotted
Like a silent a, fl..,0 speeding through the jungle
to meet its victim, a scribbled unsigned note surreptitiously hit its mark in The Spartan Daily’s pi
geon hole the other day.

The #ot ’eat

Fire and Calmness

YOUR
$1.25
HAIRCUTS

REPAIRED AT

JIMMIE’S
BARBER SHOP
No ASII Card Needed

123 S. FOURTH
(Next to Masher’s)

out $78,000 in salaries to 45 employees. (As reported in The Spartan Daily.) This leaves $4000, according to the letter writers. The
remaining sum nu’s, Le
for in advertising, utilities, etc.
The Spartan Shops audit is open
for inspection to ASH card holders, according to William M. FeLse,
student affairs manager.

SEE

STUDENT TRAVEL

Dr. Robert Woodward, assistant professor of
English: An American Literature class was discussing ’’Innocents Abroad" by Samuel Clemens (Mark
Tsvaini, which portrays a group of American tourists visiting Europe. In one section of the book the
tourists visit a museum and see a historic mummy.
Richard .1. Harteaveldt, assistant professor o
The instructor related how one of the visiting group biology: A class on conservation was discussing the
thought mummies were used to keep fires going in lack of action in the natural resource field. It seemed
furnaces. Reactions of this sort upset the guides to be that nothing
was done till it was too late.
very much. In ending the discussion it was mentioned
It’s
like
a
person
sleeping
on a railroad track because
that one tourist wishing to further the humor blurted, "Damn these Plebians, they don’t burn worth a he doesn’t see a train. Then to his surprise, on
’comes along .. ."
cent "

GET

NCE:1.;

Last year Spartan Shops paid

EUROPE

Quick Quips

HAIRCUTS

0
40, profit on etc.: $68,800 MAI
prold an texts.- 4120,300 total
gross profit (28% of gross).
$1’20,300 total gins profit
$311,000 "surplus."
$2,300 difference, WHERE IS
IT?
We think the students are get ling "fairly shaken" instead of any
"fair shake."
WHO GOT 110W MUCH? What
is Mr Wineroth’s salary? And who
are all of these people (how many
work in the Bookstore?) on the
payroll? And where du they keep
themselves?
Signed: Two "Fairly Shook*
Students.
W. G. Will, ASH 1083
Biaz, ASH 581,

6DIFFERENT

SAVEUCLEANERS
QUALITY CLEANERS
ALTERATIONS AND REPAIRS

SLACKS
SKIRTS
SWEATERS

59C

STOP TOURS
FOR STUDENTS

TRAVEL
ADVISORS

SUITS

MERRITT GREEN
HOWARD NELSON

SHORT COATS . . 99C

144 E. SANTA CLARA STREET

24 E. SAN FERNANDO
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Spartan Shields, sophomore
men’s honorary service society,
initiated six members into the organization. The new members are
Jerry Baker, Paul Bush, Dick
Christiana, Ron Conklin, Scott
Kennedy and John Kilfoil,
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1100 -BOOS are a clown’s best friend. The clown in
question has a penchant for shining his shoes with
molasses, arguing with elephants and diving into wet
sponges. But he makes no mistake when it. comes to
choosing a cigarette. He picks the one that tastes best.
He puts his money on the only one that’s all fine, light,
good -tasting tobacco, toasted to taste even better. He
selects (The suspense is unbearable.) Lucky Strike! All
of which makes him a Brainy Zany! Quit clowning yourselfget Luckies right now!

STUDENTS! MAKE $25
Do vou like to shirk work? there’s some miry moor,
miart Stickling! We’ll pay 825 for every Stickler
we print - and for hundred, more that
never get toped. Stickler, are simple
riddles with two -word rhyming
answers. Both words must have the
same number of syllables. (Don’t do
drawings.) Send your Sticklers with
your name. address. college and clam
In Happy -Joe -Lucky. Roy (V7A, Mt.
Vernon, N. Y.

A MAN’S SHAMPOO...
in Shower-Safe Plastic!

IS A SEDATE

DETECTIVE?

Spke

Old Spice Shampoo conditions your scalp as it deans your hair.
Remo%es dandruff without removing natural oils. Gives you rich,
man -sired lather that leaves your hair more manageable, better -looking
... with a healthy sheen! So much better for your hair than drying

OIRt WHIUTRon,
111011,1AT(

soap .. so much easier to use than shampoos in glass bottles. Try it!

ice
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PLAN RING STRATEGY

Gymnasts
kVA
Hang On
AMERICAN For Third
AlIgINS

The SJS gymnastics scpitid grabbed third in the first annual State
Colleges Gymnastic Championships here Saturday. The championship went to Los Angeles State
along with most of the Brat plaePs In the meet.
Friday night SJS had to settle
for third spot in a three-way
tneet against Cal and Los Angeles State. Los Angeles also tiptoed
away with honors in the Friday
night meet.

Do you like to
travel?
If you are single and between 19’’l
and 26, there, a splendid opportun
ity wailing for you. Along with its
current expansion, American Airlines
needs marg more ttrective Stewerdesses. You must be 52" to 513" in
height, 130 lbs. or less in proportion
to height with 20/50 eyesight or
better without corrective lenses.
Those accepted have FREE TRAINING, excelJent salaries, liberal expense accounts, and the privilege of
free travel.

In the championships. SJS’s
strongest bid for the gold-plated
trophy was in the trampoline with
Bob Ilaywood bouncing away with
first and Ted Bogios one bounce
back in second.
SJS’s Torn Smothers linished in
a tie for first in the parallel bars,
but nevertheless added a championship medal to his growing collection of awards in this event.
Bob West also had to share his
second place honors in the side
horse. *oh Davis had a remunerative afternoon with third place
medals in the swinging rings and
all-around category.

f

J04

rslia
Stu Ruhine (left), captain of the Spaitt:in hosing
team, plans strategy fur the PCI meet ssith
Coach Julie Menendez. The INT Norms will

lie held this %seek in Iteno.
a 147-potindsr, %sits r lllll ser-up in the es slit last season.

San Jose State Boxers Prep
For Pacific Coast Tournament

Cad’s Swimmers
Beat Spartans

Deadeye Dia/ Cops
Hoop Scoring Title
For Varsity Quintet

STEAK HOUSES

ANGELO’S * Old COLONY
STEAK

Get a

MARCH 19, 20, 21, 22 at 8:15 P.M.

Show Slate

"Wonders of Chicago"

MAYFAIR
U1.41014 ’7 .11117r

and God
rooted woman.
-but sho dowt1 haveseed
Dridgile assilled

Mon.-Tues.-Wed.-Thurs.
Walter Winc1,011 . . . -Orchids to
en adult film. The diloqu is more
robust than Amricons are accusscene in
tomed to, and there is
which the leading lady out-Hedy’t
Hedy lemarr’s nude swimming scene
iss ’Ecstacy’
May Britt and the loyal Stockholm
Opera Ballet

"Illicit Interlude"
@YM NI It

CV. 7- 10 e

"Doctor At Large"
Bogarde-Muriel
On
"It Happened in the Park"

also
The world’s No. 1 cover girl
SOPHIA WREN
sod
Vittorio De Sic.

"Too Bad She’s lad"
(And toe good to be m411.0

Callaway’s Crystal
Creamery
ASA Auto Repair

the same dates and hill keep
some of their boxers home to
compete In this event.
Along with the Idaho State and
Spartan teams, other powers at tending follow: Cal Poly (beaten
twice by the localsi. Washington
State. College of Idaho, University of Nevada, and Sacramento
State.
Seeing action for SJS will be
T. C. Chung, 112-lbs.; Bob Tafoya.
119-lbs.; Nick Akana,
Dave Nelson, 132-lbs.; Welvin
Stroud. 139-lbs.; Stu Rubine, 147lbs.; Jack Coolidge, 165-lbs.; Russ
Camilleri. 178-lbs.; and Archie
Milton, heavyweight.
Frank Castillo, 125-pounder.
and Jerry Ford, 139-pounder,
will carry Spartan colors in the
novice division of the. meet. This
year will be the first that
novice category will be included
In the PCI Tourney.
Akana is the lone PCI champ on
the Spartan team. He nabbed the
crown last season, while teammate Stroud and team-captain
Rubine won runner-up spots.

PEE WEE’S PIZZA

DIXIELAND BAND

L.A. Emminer .....Arabian Night Colorful
L.A. Times
-11.1.1. m.r- E.occ"
Holly’ Citizen
. -Elastic Music -Hypnotic - Fscineting

"ARABIAN

NIGHT"

MARCH 22, 1958
Saturday Evening at 8:30 -Civic Auditorium
Call Box Office CYpress 3.6253
DELALA MUR DANCERS
NATIVE MUSICIANS
HARLEM DANCES
BAGHDAD CHANTS AND SNAKE RITUALS
LEBANESE SWORD FIGHTERS
Also friMuriss from G,acts, Irn, Turty. Armenia

Free Quart

Includes:

Old Men To Meet
Gamma Phi Tonite

"Cowboy"
Glenn Ford -Jack Lemmon
Anna Kshli

By RANDIE E. POE
BERKELEY - SJS’ Rapid Say Norton shepherded the Spartan
track team to a 68-63 victory Saturday o.er what was said to be
Cal’s top squad since :942.
His feet beating like torn - turns
slenderized (6-2. 171.11 Norton sped
FAIRGROUNDS FAIRWAYS
the century in 94 to whip Cal’s:
Golf Driving Range
Willie White by three yards.
STUDENT SPECIAL
White, who whipped nubby Morkisalt wok ASS Card
row last season, is attempting to
whip into top shape and has not
Sr 10th & TULLY ROAD
quite succeeded yet
Norton. Ignoring the hatftdla
of rain which fell during the I Fountain: Breakfast, Lunch.
Dinner
day, also scored :91.2 ssin in
the 220.
The Spartans won the triangiilar meet 476 1-3 - 69 2-3 . 161
7th & E. SANTA CLARA
iier.
the Bears and Santa (lila
Valley Youth Village.
smolt CONDITIONS
Considering the bitter conditions
(wind, rain, sloppy track) NorI Amt. kopek,
G
ton’s time In the 100 (tying his
Aulomt,c Transmission Specialty
all-time best) was exceptional.
Student Rates
CY 5-4241
Other blue-ribbons garnet-elf by
414 B. Sea Selvedor, Sea Jere
the Spartans:
Chuck Pollzzl. jaselin. 214 ft.
7 In., Wilton ’Jones. broadjunip,
:2 It. I In., John floss discus,
151 It. 3’ 2 in., (lint Redo.. high
945 THE ALAMEDA
hurdles.. :13.1 and Chuck Nigh Cwilag Sous
tower, pole %mutt, IS ft. 6 in.
The Spa! t;io. copped eer) field
event hot the shot put.
WILLIAMS-WVATT TIE
Pl.. tit ire
Williams leaped 6 ft 3 in.
5 p en In 1 n, and
on the muddy field to deadlock exJAM SFSSION SUNDAY AFT.
SJSer Herm Wyatt in the high
Jump. Spartan Don Smith grabII p.m. 10 I a m -Mon sod Then.
bed second place with a 6 ft. 2in.
CYpress 7-5100
effort.

of
Golden State
Milk with each

New York Steak

Others $1.00

STUDIO

eAns--1

LIKE MILK

95’

MY HEART’S
IN THE HIGHLANDS

Students 50c

UtTAK

Norton’s 9.4 Century
Leads Trackmen To
68-63 Win Over Cal

The National Collegiate Athletic
By JOHN SALAMIDA
This week marks the beginning Assn. finals at Sacramento the
of the end for the powerful 1958 following week are all that reedition of the Spar-tan boxing mains on the Spartans’ schedule.
A nine-man varsity team along
team.
. Coach Julie Menendez’ Spar- with two novice boxers, will
tan sluggers are currently taper- represent San Jose State In the
ing off drills in preparation for PCI meet this week. A record
the Pacific Coast Intercollegiate number of entries-1:k teams-Cal’s Varsity swimming team
Boxing Tournament, Thursday, will vie for honors In one of the
outpointed the SJS team Friday
nation’s top collegiate meets.
Friday, and Saturday in Reno.
in the Spartan pool by a final
Even though you may not reach the
Spartan boxers, who finished
49-37 score.
minimum age requirement, if you are
second to Idaho State last season,
set
the
pace
of
Cal
Small
Jim
interested in this career. please feel
are expected to fare well in the
taking the 220 and 240 free style
free to discuss this with us.
rugged competition. The locals, In
chief
events. Art Lambert was the
dual action this season, recorded
point getter for Tom O’Neill’s
six victories, while losing one
crew by winning the 50 and 100
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
meet and tieing another.
yard free styles.
Tuesday, March l8th
Only a revenge loss to Idaho
Contact Placement Offic
Senior Eddie Diaz capped a bril- State in their final dual meet at
Lambert also missed a college
appointment
for
record by only four seconds in the liant three-year basketball career Pocatello, Idaho marred the Sparfree style relays with a 52.6 mark. at San Jose State by capturing tans’ unbeaten .slate, Menendez’
Ron Riley and Johnny Johnson. scoring honors for the 1957-58 sea- ringmen whipped the strong Ben.
divers, picked tip valuable points son, according to official statis- gals,
in an earlier meettics released Friday.
PATRONIZE OUR ADVERTISERS for the Spartans.
ing in San Jose.
Diaz had 120 field goals and
Coach Hubby Holt’s 1SC squad,
114 free throws in 26 games for which boasts of Me national
average.
a
13.6
354 points and
champs, will not have a full
Captain Gil Egeland was the only contingent at the Pers. The
other eager to go over the 300 Bengals have a dual meet on
mark, collecting 323 points for a
W.4 average.
195 S. FIRST ST.
74 E. SANTA CLARA
Forward Bob Larson, senior
Chops
and
Steaks
Favorite
Your
transfer from Hartnell College,
captured the field goal percentSon Jose’s Finest
age title with an accuracy mark of
SMALL
46.8. He was closely followed by
WITH TOSSED GREEN SALAD
Egeland with 44.9.
CHOICE OF DRESSINGS
Coach. Walt McPherson faces a
BAKED POTATO AND FR. BREAD
seribus rebttilding job for next
season. Of the first eight men in
the scoring column and in total
playing time, only one. Fitzgerald,
This week -end is your last chance to see . .
will return next season.
The Spartans finished the season with .500 mark, winning 13
and losing an equal number. In
the West Coast Athletic Conference, San Jose finished sixth with
5 wins and 7 losses. The Spartans whipped every team in the
"a different sort of play’’
conference except the champion
USF Dons.
by WILLIAM SAROYAN
FINAL IlASKETIALL STATISTICS
PLAYER
F6 FT PIS AVG.120 114 354 13.6
Eddis Dias q
Gil Eqrsland, f
131
61
323 12.4
90
82
262 10.0
Bob Larson, I
TICKETS ON SALE 1 5 P. M.
Mrie Branstrom, c 93
65
251
10.0
31
225
Ned Fitzgerald. f 97
1.7
College Theatre Dos Office
32
12
76
14
Don Rye. q
13
45
1.9
George Wagner. f 16
13
7
33
1.7
Don Rid q
1
Arny Lundquist. c 5
17
1.4
6
4
16
Jon Harris. q
1.2
’Art PasquinIli, q 2
4
2
Jim Erribrim c
2
6
.4
4
.4
Denny Rano. q
1
2
1
q
1
Ulrey.
3
Bun
.3
Paul
Ashmore.
q
0
3
1
1.0
SPARTAN DRIVE-IN.
EL RANCHO DRIVE-IN
San Jose Totals 612 402 1626 62.5
Opponents Totals 515 376 1546 59.5
Go Near the Wafer’
’Don’t
"Farewell To Arms"
Glenn Ford
Rork Hudson -Jmnifer Jones
"Tarnished Angels"
"The Deerslayer"
R. Hudson -D. Melon.

The Twin

Monday March IT IASI(

Only six games are schedtilcd in
toda )’s intramural independent
play, but one game, the contest
between Gamma Phi Beta and the
Old Men, should he one of the
best of the cage year.
When these two teams tangled
In the first half of play, Gamma
Phi finally won, hut it took them
a triple -overtime to do it. If the
Old Men win tonight, then in all
probability, these two teams will
meet again for the league championship.
Today’s schedule:
7 p.m. Gamma Phi Beta vs. Old
Men and Tau Delta Phi vs. NoTrumps.
S p.m. EOKA vs. MT and Arm \
Explorers vs. Swishers.
9 p.m. Whalers vs. Kuestei
Kuties and Barbarians vs. Itc
Zeta.
101 years ago, San Jose State
College was known as Minn’s Evening Normal School, and was
located iii San Francisco.

SALAD, BAKED POTATO
GARLIC BREAD AND CHILI

1 39

You Must Have Student ASB
(For)

Julian IV Steaks
Fourth and Julian Next to Burger Bar
This offer Limited March 13 to 31 Incl.

4-61111AATARi DAILY
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Woman s

Spartan -Society

World

By CHARLENE SHATTUCK

Society Editor

Stars Plan Chemise Mutiny
liOILLYWOOD It:PIThe big- ILauren Racal’, Deborah Kerr, Nagest fashion show in history hits talie Wood and Janet Leigh will
the nation’s telescreens this month bedeck their curses in high style
when 50 movie stars model the lat- gowns under strict cleavage suest evening wear in an all-out mu- pervision.
tiny against Paris ’sack" designs
Behind the parade of 1.-cantles
The occri:ion is the 30th annual is six -time Oscar Winner Edith
Academy Awards Shos. March 26. ’ Head. who has ruled out such
Such tinsel town glamour girls’ French frisolities as the chemise
as Elizabeth Taylor, Lana Turner. and the sack.

ateloot

TODAY
Speech and Drama Department,
movie. college Theater. evening.
Revelries, rehearsal, Morris Dailey Auditorium. 7:30 p.m.
Music Department, A Cannella
Choir concert, Concert Hall, 8:13
TOMORROW
Revelries, rehearsal, Morris Dailey Auditorium. 730 p.m.
O.T. Club, business meeting,
Student Union, 7:30-10 p.m.
Musk Department, A Cappella
Choir concert, Concert Hall, 8:15
CenummIty Service Committee,
Blood Drive, Student Union, 10:30
a m.-4 p.m.

stallation. Chapel.
Revelries, rehearsal. Morris Dailey Auditorium. 7.30 p.m.
Dots Phi Upsilon, kindergartenprimary dinner, First Christian
Church. 6 30 pm.
Hawaiian Club, talent show.
Theta XI Fraternity, Blossom time Dessert, Theta Xi House,
6:30 p.m.
Phi Epsilon Kappa, pledge smoker, Student Union, 7:30-10 p.m.
Delta Zeta. Delta Zeta Man
Contest. 64 S. 10th.
PI Kappa Alpha, Queen’s Dinner. Pi Kappa Alpha House, 5:30
p.m.
Kappa Kappa Gamma-Theta (’hi
exchange. Theta Chi House, 5:308 p.m.

WEDNESDAY
THURSDAY
Eta Epsilon, initiation and inLecture Committee, lecture, 8:30
p.m.
Speech and Drama Department,
PIZZA GARDENS
!play. College Theater, evening.
Delicious Pizza
Revelries. rehearsal, Morris Daia so
ley Auditorium, 7.30 D.M.
Tacos - Tostados Burritos
, FRIDAY
Cafrinq to Parties
(llaytitivr at Julien) CY 2-97S3
Speech and Drama Department,
play. College Theater. evening.
Reselries, rehearsal. Morris
Icy Auditorium, 7:30 p.m.
BE A MAGICIAN
(lass of lin, Junior Prom. Villa Motel. 9 p m.-1 a.m.
WRITE
Spanish Club, "Spanish Spring"
variety show, Student ’Union, 8
DR. MEYER BLOCH
p.m. -1 am.
Kappa Alpha, Barn Dance, MemPrositivrt
ber’s home. S p.m.-1 a.m.
-Delta Sigma Phi. dinner-dance,
Eastern Magical Society !Brookdale Lodge, Boulder Creek,
6 pm -1 a.m.
240 RIVINGTON STREET
SATURDAY
New York 2, N.Y.
Speech and Drama, play. College
Theater, evening.
PI Kappa Alpha, Fireman’s Ball,
9 p m.-1 a m.
AND
Phi Upsilon Omicron, initiation,
H -14, 9:15 a.m.
Military Equipment
Sigma Chi, dance. San Jose
Accessories
Country Club, 7 p.m. -1 a.m.
And Luggage
Theta Chi, dance, Red Barn, 9
p.m. -1 a.m.
At a New Location
Delta Zeta, dance. 9 pm -1 a.m.
(’STA. conference,
campus, 91
a.m.-3:30 pm
MARCI I
dinner -dance,
Tau Delta Phi,
223 SOUTH FIRST
Red Barn. 8 p.m.
CT 2-7969
Phi Sigma Kappa, dance, Ye Ole’
Fun Farm, 9 pm.
Kappa Kappa Gamma -Sigma
HAMBURGER
Nis. exchange. Easter Egg Hunt,
Inner Quad. 1-3 p.m.
HOT DOGS
Newman Club, swimming party.
19c
Gym.
MILK SHAKES
*--11.NDAY
Theta Chi, Sigma Kappa, ex20c
change, Church social, 11:30 a m.STEAK SANDWICHES
110 pm.

AROTC

ROTC

I CK’S

Today, for a change. I want to
talk to the YMOC (Young Men
on Campusi. A
note to the ladies
appears at the
end of this column.
The women
has e registered a
complaint, men
It is best illustrated in a cons ersation which
overheard yesterday. A young coed was telling her friend, -Tom
said the dress for the party was
sport, so I walked in wearing my
red skirt and sweater, and all the
girls had on taffeta dresses."
To a male this may not sound
like much of a tragedy. But to the
opposite sex it is nearly fatal.
No girl likes to feel out of
Pial.e, and whereas a boy might
go to a dance and base a good
time despite the fact he’s the
only one present without a tie,
a girl wearing the wrong outfit
may unconsciously let it ruin
her whole esening.
That’s why, men, you may find
it hard to get a third or fourth
date with a girl when you have
twice made the mistake of telling
her the wrong dress for an occasion. When a girl arrives at a
party in pedal -pushers (thanks to
your information t and finds her
friends in dresses, your apology
isn’t much of a consolation.
So the next time you give out
an Imitation. make a special
effort to find out what type of
dress the women are wearing.
Your date will really appreciate
It. and the whole evening will
get off to a good start.
And now that I have climbed
down off my soap box. I would
like to ask the girls a question.
Whit is your opinion of pointed
toe shoes? Do you like them? If
so, why? Or are you like an SJS
coed named Betty Jo Crysier who
replied, when asked, "Well, they’re
fine if you have only one toe."

California Designer
Shows ’Metallic Look’
The metallic look comes to athome wear. Phil Rose of California
shows metal -woven and toreador
pants, worn with tops of satinfinished cotton and cotton knits,
touched with gold or silver thread.
UP.

Overhaul Specials

Canterbury Club, Episcopal
ly Communion celebration, torniii row, 7:30 a.m., Student Christian
Center.
Christian Science Organization,
regular testimonial meeting, tomorrow, 7:30 p m., College (’hapel.
Collegiate Christian Fellowship,
meeting. tonight, 7. Free Methodist Church. (Note change of time>
Hillell. Dr. Leroy Posey, "Science and Science Education in the
Cold War." tonight, 8:30, Student
Y. 9th and San Antonio streets.
International Relations Club,
meeting, tomorrow. 7 p.m., CH135.
Junior Class, meeting, today,
3:30 p m.. Education 53.
Senior Class, meeting, today.
3:30 p.m., TB17.
Ski Club, meeting, tomorrow,
7:30 p.m., S112.
BEANERY BULLETIN
Home Economics Cafeteria
Entrees:
Irish stew
30 cents
Macaroni & cheese . 30 cents
Plate lunch
55 cents
Coop: 4th & San Fernando streets
Veal cutlets
40 cents
Baked meat loaf
40 cents
Plate lunch
50 cents

’Highland’ Comedy
(Continued from Page 11
the audience with his dramatic
appeal.
Mr. MacGregor brings sadness
and joy to the people in the neighborhood. His music, theme for "My
Heart’s in the Highlands," is a
strange melancholy air that stirs
the people away from their homes
an draws them to the house on
San Benito avenue where they
bring food offerings to the hungry
inhabitants.

Hillei Elections
Jei iy Greenstien was elected
president of the Hillel organization
at a recent "Get Together" party
at Ann Frank’s home.
Other officers elected were
Florence Koshner, vice president;
Jack Alpan, treasurer; Marilyn
Bach, secretary; and Bert Libkits,
correspondence secretary.

VALVE JOBS $15 act
Spe6c1 Rote for Students with

FRED & JOHN’S GARAGE
CY 5-65S11

Pinnings, Engagements, Marriages
MINER -ROES
The brothers of Alpha Tau OmeGILLENPIE-it t’SNELL
ga recently learned of the pinning
In honor of the pinning of Denof John Miner to Carol Hoes, fornis Russell and Jim Gillespie, the
mer SJS student who is now em brothers of Kappa Alpha serenadby a local firm. Miner is
edployed
the pair at the Sigma Kappa
a junior business administration
house Monday night. Gillespie is a
major from San Jose.
senior public relations major from
Pittsburg, and Miss Russell is a KOMPST-FREEMAN
Ginny Freeman, junior educafreshman commercial art major
tion major from San Mateo, has
from Sherman Oaks.
announced to her Gamma Phi
Beta sorority sisters her pinning
O’NEILL-HETER
Jan Heter recently surmised her to Stan Kompst.
Kompst, also
Gamma Phi Beta sorority sisters from San Mateo and a senior mawith the announcement of her pin- thematics major, is affiliated with
ning to John O’Neill, Theta Chi. Pi Kappa Alpha.
Miss Heter is a senior English ma- RODDA-CURB
Bronze, pink and blue balloons
jor from Atherton. while O’Neill
Is a senior business administration decorated the tables at the Delta
Gamma house Monday night to anmajor from Redwood City,
nounce the pinning of Judy Curb,
SIEBES-HOUK
DG pledge. to Harry Rodda, Beta
At an early St. Patrick’s Day Theta Pi f t Stanford. Miss Curb
dinner at the Delta Gamma house, is a junior education major from
Lee Houk announced her pinning Fullerton. and Rodda is a junior
to Jerry Sielies. senior class pres- architecture major from San
Jose.
ident and vice president of Kappa PENROSE-ACUFF
Alpha fraternity. Miss Houk, a
Former SJS song leader Donna
junior general education major Acuff recently told her Alpha Phi
from Palo Alto. and Siebes, a sen- sorority sisters of her pinning to
ior industrial relations major from Wade Penrose, a member eff Delta
Hayward. were serenaded by mem- Upsilon. Miss Acuff is now atbers of the fraternity.
tending Santa Rosa Junior College. Following the announcement,
the Dijs serenaded the couple.
QUINN-RAYMOND
Following the Sigma Phi Epsilon installation: banquet at the
The position of 1958 Homeconting Committee chairman becomes Hawaiian Gardens, the president
of the fraternity, Marty Quinn,
available this week, with the Stuhis pinning to Jean
dent Council due to make the announced
Raymond, art major from Camselection Thursday.
brian Park. Quinn is a senior busApplications for the job will be iness administration student from
available today, tomorrow and Santa Cruz.
Wednesday from Mrs. Darlene WONDRACK-BARTON
Harris, Student Union secretary.
Joe Wondrack, senior political
according to Les Davis, 1957 science major from Vancouver,
the
applichairman,
Homecoming
Wash., announced his pinning to
cations will be examined by the Betty Barton, sophomore occupa1957 Homecoming Committee and tional therapy major, at the Sigma
recommendations made to the Phi Epsilon installation banquet
Council, which will make the final Miss Bat-ton is a member of Aldecision.
pha Phi.
Speaking of the 1937 HomecomENGAGEMENTS
ing celebration, Davis said, "We
had the biggest parade and biggest CARTER-BERGER
Andra Berger, senior education
audiences we’ve ever had. It was
major from Elko, Nevada, recentvery rewarding."
PINNINGS

The Nationally

Thorough

Advertised

Quick

MARRIAGES
FREENOR-LOWMAN
The Church of the Valley lii
Santa Clara was the scene of the
marriage of Francis Freenor to
Joan Lowman, home economics
major. Freenor, ai chemistry major. is affiliated with Masonic
Lodge No. 10 in San Jose.

Sanitone

Process

Convenient

SHANK’S
DRY CLEANERS & SHIRT LAUNDRY
CYpress 3-3701

Si5

SPECIAL STUDINT
NATE

KENNEDY
rAN

E

3MONTHS

BUSINESS MACHINES
CY

FERNANDO

2 7.us

Huston’s
HOBBY SHOP
Boakts
Model Planes
Handicraft
"EvoryfAino for Your floods"

293 S. 1st

CY 4-6050

Open at I P. M.

Pizza with a "Personality"
HOUSE OF PIZZA
311 Allesillta Ave.. CY 7-11011
Near the Civic Auditorium

Coffee Date?

DIERKS DONUTS
6 A.M.

fo II

P.M.

370 AUZERAIS STREET

For this small charge we:
liemot r fro,. N heels
( Iron Ihoi flirt
I nopert I iogin,
Inwprrt 1,,
and II ydrouhr tin,’,
I heti
( yfinler
film!, long 11,Ar;

Ladies’ Plain Dresses $1.10
OUT AT 5

RFNT A
TYPEWRITER

--111111,-

Brakes Adjusted
2.00

Special
Second & San Carlos

ly surprised her Delta Zeta sisters by announcing her engagement to Jack Carter, a graduate
of the Unisersity of Utah who is
presently in the Air Force. Carter
is affiliated with Sigma Nu. The
couple plan to Ix married in August.
WALKER-MURRAY
Dianne Murray announced her
engagement to Robert Walker at
a recent dinner party. Miss Murray, who attended SJS last year.
Is currently employed at Lockheed
Missiles System Division in Sunnyvale. Walker is a business administration major. The couple are
planning an August wedding.

Chairman Needed
For Homecoming

DRY CLEANING

IN BY 9

AUTO TRANS. S3S
All males

B Ca’
1557 S. First St.

Spartquide Spring Brings Announcements,

BRACE e BEfinG
c)eltoice Uch

540 S. FIRST ST.CY 2-7864

.idgia. Prehrt
111.1

W herl

P.r.rierr Trio ,yrrns
(..(rr (1, rnota 1.,,

OPEN
SATURDAY
MORNINGS
OFFICIAL
BRAKE STA.
No. 231

A new idea in smoking!

Salem refreshes your taste

IN A FRENCH ROLL

50c

COOP
3atiko’5
Manzanifa Ropm
Bar-B -9d
Spore Ribs
Chicken

Steaks
Cozy Atmosphere
Hours: 6-10 P.M.
Open Suncloy 21 P.M.

19 N. Market

CY 3-1695

pour
chosge!

COSTUME
that is

We have the costume
to fit your
personality
AT

THE

GOODWILL
COSTUME
RENTAL SHOP
at RACE ST.

CT 7-4409

CLASSIFIEDS
To Place Classifieds Call
CY 4-6414, Est 272
FOR RENT
Mate Clean, sunny room. turn..
heat. Priv. Sundeck. 406 S. 11th
St. CY 4-9687.
College Ploys
Rm. or Room &
Board. 28 S. 13th St.
Close to college. Clean 3-rm furn.
apt. Priv. bath. 3 or 4 women students or married couple. Incl. F.
Jenks 422 S. 8th.
Room and Rooted. 2 Mks. from
,.ebool Good food 12 meals a
week. $50 mo. CY 5-4995. Eves.
WANTED

Girls to maze *Pt- $35 rm.
, CY 3-3826 eves, Call soon.

Call

I _
: Typing done at home day or night.
Rush orders a specialty. Mrs. E.
I hint. CL 8-3424.
FOR SALE
Reaghlgton Rand electric .razor
Can be seen at 92 S. 5th St., Apt.

6. 118.00.
cond.
0106
- -

Rambler, R&H, 01),. excel.
$375. or hest offer. CY 5-

’57 slime& 9500 act. mi. Will sacrifice *300 dawn. Assume Pay, tnenta. CY 2-6476 alt. 3.

*menthol fresh
*rich tobacco taste

modern_filter, too

Perfect Spring days are all too few ...but you ran always enjoy a Salem Cigarette
... and a Salem refreshes your taste just as Spring refreshes you. Yes, the freshest
taste in cigarettes flows through Salem’s pure white filter. Rich tobacco taste
with a new surprise softness. That’s Salem ...You’ll love ’em !

Smoke Salem... Smoke Refreshed

